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EVENING,

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

VOLUME 4,

Ambulance Calls Made Anywhere Night ot Day.
EIGHTY
DEAD
EXPLOSION OF COAL DUST
TOMBS MANY MINERS.

EN-

SOME MAY ESCAPE

and freight traffic managers. The
roads are charged by Texas and Oklahoma firms with charging excessive rates on grain to Galveston, coal
and produce between Oklahoma and
Indian Territory, and on cement to
Kansas City.

A PARK FOR

AMUSEMENT

HALF MILLION DOLLAR FIRE
STARTED BY CIGARETTE
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 30. Alva S.
Johnson, a member of the company
Locomotive WILL BE ESTABLISHED IN ROSowning the Baldwin
WELL THIS WINTER.
Works, whose plant was destroyed
by fire last night, said today that tte
loss does not exceed half a million
dollars. The portion of the plant destroyed will be immediately replaced.
The greatest loss was the destruction
of electric locomotive drawings. The COMPANY IS ORGANIZED
fire started from a lighted match that

a workman threw away after lighting

a cigarette.

Dr. G. T. Veal and Others Will Have
Hopes are Entertained That Some of BELOW ZERO IN DAKOTA AND NEBRASKA.
the Park Completed in Time for the
the Men May Survive in Some Inner
Norfolk, Neb., Jan. 30. A cold
Cattlemen's Convention. Will ConChamber, but Fire is Believed to Be
down
sist of Base Ball, Field Skating Rink
Raging in the Mine, and Cage Can wave from the north has settled
over northern Nebraska and southNear Business Center. All of the
Not Reach the Bottom.
ern South Dakota, the temperature
Stock is Taken.
falling 23 below zero at Bonesteel, S.
D., 8 below at Chadron, Neb., 15 below at Norfolk and 5 below at Fremont.
Charleston, W. Va., Jan. 30. It Is
A park for public amusements, inWALTON'S STUDIO.
stated today .that there were 91 men
cluding
apa base ball diamond and a
good
Lovers
portraiture will
of
hi the Stuart mine in Fayette counpreciate
as
display
portraits
the
of
skating
rink will be established in
ty, when the explosion occurred yesin the west window of the Roswell this winter, and it will be in
shown
terday afternoon. It Is not believed above studio. For preservation of likethat any of the men will be taken out ness, true interpretation of character the form of a permanent improvement
alive, the force of the explosion being
fine photographic effect, it is one brotight about indirectly by the reso terrific as to wreck the entire In and
much merit, skill and artistic cognized need of such a feature for
ner workings. So far the case In the. of
the town and indirectly by the comability.
mine has been lowered 300 feet, or
at the Studio are always ing of the Panhandle stockmen's conVisitors
within 150 feet of the bottom. Some welcome, and are treated with every vention in April. The park will be
repairing will nave to be done before courtesy and respect.
completed by the time of the conthe cage can be let entirely down. It
vention, early In April, and work will
is thought that the mine is on fire.
be commenced next week. The site
GOVERNOR
SWETTENHAM'S
The heat and smoke from the shaft
of
the park is east half of block 5
RESIGNATION ACCEPTED.
is intense, and the men could not be
Original Survey of Roswell, which is
30.
London,
Is
reason
Jan.
There
reached for a day or so, even if the
to believe that the resignation of Sir the piece of ground owned by Geo.
shaft were in working order.
Slaughter, Dr. G. T. Veal and K. S.
Swettenham as governor Woodruff, facing
Charleston. W. Va., Jan, 30. Little Alexander
Main Street and lythough
been
accepted,
of
Jamaica
has
additional has been learned here toing
betwee--i Fifth and Sixth streets.
day regarding yesterday's dust ex- the officials of the foreign office deny Thus the field will be "right in town."
plosion in the Stuart mine near Thur- information upon the subject.
The scheme is the product of Dr.
mond, W. Va., In which eighty or
Veal's fertile mind and enterprising
"Clarence T. Ullery, of Roswell, who spirit. Always on the lookout
more miners are believed to have
for
lost their lives. The Stuart mine ad- is the leading furniture dealer and some Interesting amusement for Rosundertaker in the Pecos Valley, reach well, something to aud to the desirajoins the Paral mine, in which an
caused Eie death of 22 men ed the city Saturday evening and is bility of the town as a place of resilast February, and an attempt to con- registered at the Claire. Mr. Ullery dence, he has long considered that the
nect the workings of the two mines is president of the New Mexico Un- town needed some permanent place
was under way when the explosion dertakers' Association and came to for the holding of public amusements.
occurred. There is still hope that attend a meeting of the Society at And when he learned that there had
some of toe entombed miners may which a bill will be formulated to been no set plan for the entertainment
have escaped the explosion and still protect the interests of New Mexico of the cattlemen when they come to
survive in some inner chamber of the undertakers and to be presented to their convention he decide! that now
mine where the air is not exhausted. the Legislative Assembly for aotion. is the time to act. He
the
It was believed this morning that the Mr. Ullery is one of the most suc- assistance and
of some
rescuers t would not be abl to reach cessful business men of his section.
of the leading cattlemen and other ciNew Mexican, Jan. 28.
the bottom of the shaft until late.
tizens who are interested in public
amusement and organized a company
J. N. Jamison, of Big Hill, III., and that will take care of the proposition
MYSTERIOUS DEATH OF
WOMAN AND CHILD. S. J. Ives, of Oquawka, 111., left this without calling on the public for assis
Washington. D. C, Jan. 30. The morning for their homes. They had tance more than their patronage.
Washington police are today trying been here prospecting.
There will be no calls for stock sub'
o
to solve the mystery as to whether
up scriptions. All of the stock is taken
came
Carlsbad,
of
Mr.
Carter,
Mrs. Alanda M. Copley and her three
The pian of Dr. Veal is to inclose
morning and left on the auto for
months old baby, who were found this
the half block above described in a
Torrance
afternoon.
this
dead in bed shortly after midnight,
tight, seven-foboard fence and build
were murdered or whether Mrs. Copa base ball amphitheatre and diamond
ley shot the infant and then comand a skating rink within. The skat
mitted suicide. The latter is the exing rink will be a building 50 by 125
planation given by the husband, Wm.
feet in size and will be large enough
We
Making
As
Are
G. Copley, a clerk in the Census ofto furnish a convention hall for the
fice, who is ..held at the police station
cattlemen. As a skating rink it will
Room Eor
pending investigation.
no doubt be a popular resort and a
Lieutenant Falvey, after examinapaying Institution.
tion oT the wound which caused Mrs.
If possible some first class base ball
Copley's death, said it would
ave
games will be arranged for the early
been next to Impossible for the wosummer season. If possible they will
man to have inflicted the injury on
be brought here for the cattlemen's
herself. Shortly after midnight Copconvention.
ley called a physician, telling him
The amusement park will be a great
that his wife had attempted suicide.
boon for Roswell.
When the doctor arrived Mrs. Copley and the baby were dead. The doc
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
tor immediately informed the police
and the husband and father was plac
Mrs. Harry H. Mclntire and Mrs.
ed under arrest. He was subjected to
severe examination, but maintained
Lucius C. Walker were at home at the
we are offering bargains
that his wife killed herself.
residence of the former's brother, E.
A. Cahoon, at the corner of Seventh
heretofore unheard of for
EAST INDIAN REBELS
street and Kentucky avenue, from 3
example
QUICKLY SUPPRESSED
till six yesterday afternoon. The re
Amsterdam, Holland, Jan. 30. A
A $28.00 Bookcase for only
ception was as remarkable for the
brief encounter with the troops seut
many new gowns worn and tne beaut
to silence the native revolt In the
iful Appearance of the party of ladles
Ifftyfi of Java, Dutch Bast Indies,
in attendance as it was for the attracA
only
bed
Folding.
for
$25
'was sufficient to suppress the rebels,
tive appearance of the Cahoon home,
whose ringleader and fifteen of tils
1 enhanced by the dainty and artistic
ot

NEW GOODS

.

$20.00

followers were killed and many
era wounded.

ota--

LORD BERESFORD
8 AILS FOR AMERICA.
London,
Jan. 30. Lords Charles

and Marcos Beresford sail today ' for
the United States. Their visit Is con
nected with the bequest to them of
an estate valued at 11,000.000 by their
brother Delval Beresford, a resident
of Mexico, who was recently killed
in a railroad accident in the United
States.
COMMISSIONER PROUTY
AT OKLAHOMA CITY,
Oklahoma City, O. T.Jan. 30.
A large array of railway officials are

in the city attending the hearing before Interstate Commerce Commission
er C A. Prouty, who Is investigating
charges filed against the Rock Island,
'Frisco, Santa Fe, and Katy roads.
Each road Is represented by counsel

$18.50

Those who contemplate
buying goods in our line
should call early and get
first choice.

decorations.
Mrs. John W. Poe and Mrs. Harry
Jaffa extended a welcome to all at the
parlor door, ushering the guests in
to a bower of red carnations, smilax
palma and other tropical plants. Here
the callers met the receiving party,
consisting of the two hostesses and
their assistants, Mesdames S. M. Fol- om, Harold Hurd and George W. Stev
ens.

Ullery

fi.

THE LEADERS

K

WELL BML'

From the parlor to the dining room
was but a step, Mrs. Nathan Jaffa and
Mrs. Will Prager, and Mrs. Al Garrett
making glad the way. In the dining
room, where the decorations were a
slight variation of those of the parlor
the guests were received by Mrs. M.
Price and were served and entertained by Mesdames G. A. Richardson, W.
W. Phillips, C. E. Mason and H. K.
.
Morrow. The punch room was tasty in vio
let and yellow, the fragrant flowers

-

:

-

.
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JANUARY 30, 1907

Prices Reasonable" Ullery,

adding their perfume to the beauty
of the place. Here Misses Elizabeth
Stevens and Bernice Sandam served
and Mesdames H. F. M. Bear and Joe
Jaffa assisted in entertaining.
The invitation list consisted of the
names of about a hundred and fifty
of Roswell's ladies and few regrets
were received. All pronounced the
reception a decided success, one long
to be remembered.

AFTER
HITCHCOCK

Phone

was taken to the Grand Central Hotel, where he will be a guest during
his stay. This afternoon he was tak
en on an automobile ride to the Hon
do reservoir, accompanied by President G. A. Richardson and Secretary
J. A. Graham, of the Commercial Club.
He will be shown all the advantages
of this part of the Valley before being allowed to depart.

715

A NEW

COUNTY

PROMINENT

Mr. and Mrs. James M. Hervey en- SENATOR CARTER
OBJECTS
tertained a small party of young peoHIS LATEST ORDER. v
ple at their home on Missouri avenue

TO

Boston,

KNIGHT
TEMPLAR STRICKEN. BILL INTRODUCED TO CREATE A
Mass., Jan. 30. In the
NEW TORRANCE COUNTY.

midst of the festivities in the Masonic Temple during ladies' night of
last night, complimentary to visitDemolay Commandery Knights Teming young ladies and gentlemen. Five
plar, Major Austin Cushman, organ
game
of the evening,
hundred was the
izer and first Department Commander
but an interesting feature was the
of the G. A. R. and private secretary DISTRICT ATTORNEY BILL
entertainment afforded by Mr. and
NO LAND FRAUD
to Millard Fillmore, President of the
Mrs. Hervey's splendid talking maUnited States, was stricken with
chine, which is remarkable for its
heart disease and died shortly after
splendid work. Mr. Alexander gave
midnight, aged 80. At the outbreak
some of his highly entertaining vocal
of the Civil war he organized a com
numbers and Miss Wiggins delighted
Nice refresh- Even the President Deceived by Sec- pany of the 47th Massachusetts Vo- Still in the Council Judiciary Commit
all with her singing.
ments were served. The patty was retary Hitchcock's Repeated ' Land lunteers, and later became Major of tee, and Probably Will Not Be Reported for Some Days Yet.
Indian Appropria- the regiment.
Fraud Charges.
composed of Mr. and Mrs. Hervey,
Misses Wiggins, Buford, Totzek. West tion Bill Reported to the Senate.
FRENCH CABINET IS
Vote on Smoot February 20.
Shamleffer and Bedell; Messrs. WilBADLY CONFUSED.
son, Alexander, Mook, Major Pearson
Paris, Jan. 30. The French cabi
and Captain McClure.
net has hardly recovered from its
surprise at the proposition which the Special to the Daily Record.
Mrs. Hervey will entertain the Book
Washington, Jan. 30. Severe criti- bishops, with the approval of the
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 30. Council
Club and a few outside guests Thurs- cism
of Secretary Hitchcock was Pope, submitted to the government man Dailies
introduced a bill this
day afternoon.
made in the senate today by Carter, for a "modus vivendi" upon the ba- morning to abolish Torrance county
of Montana. Tha criticism was based sis of a virtual lease of the churches
ENTIRE POULTRY SHOW
on the order of the Secretary last in perpetuity to the parish priests, and create a new county with differ
IN ROSWELL R. R. YARDS.
December which prohibits tie issue and apparently some confusion exists ent lines. The bill provides for a counPeople who were in the yards of of patents to lands under any of the as to what course to adopt. The ex ty seat at Wlllard and adds to the
the P. V. & N. E. railroad this morn land laws until after examination on treme Radicals are incensed at the new county a strip of Bernalillo couning had the oportunity of seeing a the ground by special agents. Senator peremptory tone of the communica- ty adjacent to the present county of
new counwhole poultry show, the property of Carter some time ago presented a res- tions and dispatches from Rome rep- Torrance. The name of toe
any resenting the Vatican as being de ty will be Torrance.
right
of
the
which
denies
olution
S. Johnson, who was taking a carload
The District Attorney bill is still
executive officer to prevent the grant- termined that if the proposition is
of
birds from his old ing of a patent when the law under rejected to order the parish priests in the Committee on Judiciary in the
home in Blackwell, O. T., to Dexter, which it is claimed has been carried to leave their churches and suspend Council, and probably will not be re
near where he will establish a poul out. He said that the order was with- public worship. The Moderates, be ported for some days yet.
(Signed) LOOMIS.
try farm. Mr. Johnson has bought one out precedent in the history of the lieve that the government having
accomplished
separation
the
on
of
government.
doubt
casts
the
the
"It
hundred acres from O. D. Whitney,
good church and state, can afford to ac- SANTA FE TO ISSUE
two miles north of the Felix ranch, veracity, honor, integrity and
$98,000,000 OF BONDS.
public do- cept almost' any definite solution of
on
all
of
settlers
the
faith
between Dexter and Hagerman. He
Topeka, Kan., Jan. 30. By almost
He said the difficulties in the interest of
States."
of
United
the
main
50
fifty
and
acre orchard
will have a
inanimous consent the stockholders
repeated peace.
acres of alfalfa, but will make a the Secretary had made
of the Santa Fe railway, in session
of
settlement
the
charges
in
of
fraud
specialty of fine poultry.
here today, decided in favor of the
government land. He declared that ex
JOB PRINTER WANTED.
In his oar were coops of fowls as
of $98,000,000 in bonds. Onarea
eluding
North
of
the
the
timber
First-clas- s
follows: Touluse geese, white Chin
Job Printer Wanted issuance
ly $25,000,000 of these bonds are to
no
practically
had
been
west
there
ese geese. Golden pheasants. Silver
at the Record Office.
be ' put upon the market at the pres
pneasants, white Pekin ducks, Pea- fraudulent entries. Even the Presient time. The purpose of the issue is
alarmed
fowls, white Wyandotte chickens. Cor dent had ben deceived and
TO
SAVE
FROZEN
TREES.
to secure capital for the improvement
charges.
Secretary's
repeated
nish Indian Games, brown Leghorns, by the
of property and the extension of cerf.00,000
to
justice
name
of
In
the
the
white Plymouth Rocks, Barred PlymTexas Man Writes the Record a Let tain lines.
public
on
entrymen
domain,
of
the
the
outh Rocks, white Orpingtons, Japter on Horticulture.
and of To the Roswell Record:
anese Silky chickens, Ancona chick- families dependent on them,aggregat
GAMBLERS RAISING
neighbors,
As a stockholder and director ol
ens. Bronze turkeys, white guineas, their discredited twenty-seveA SLUSH FUND.
million
substantially
ing
Homing pigeons and white Fantail
the Chisholm
Nursery and Orchard From Albuquerque Journal.
pigeons. He also had cattle, horses people of the accused and injured, Co., of Dayton, N. M., I have visited
There are rumors drifting Into San
hearing from the the Pecos Valley in the
and two pet dogs. Many of the birds Carter asked for a
orchard int ta Fe of a big slush fund, which it Is
senate,
the
end
the President
erests. I am pleased to note very ma- said is being raised by the owners of
have scored as high as 95 at various the
country.
terial progress in the general devel- gambling houses in New Mexico for
fairs and exhibitions.
Carter presented and ana'yzed the opment 'during the past year, espeMr. Johnson undoubtedly will make
the Influencing of legislation in con
records
of entries and patents issued cially in orchards south of Roswell.
a good citizen, and do much to devel
nection with the proposed
said
laws,
and
land
various
under
the
op and advertise the resources of the
As to the effects of the eaiy cold ling bill. There is talk of a funJ of
f
one
of
that "Not to exceed
wave of last fall, when the trees $12,000 which is to be raised for this
Valley.
per cent of the final homestead en were still growing, it is my
opinion purpose. Right here it is but fair to
legs' tlliin one per cent of the
that the trees will recover without say that such a fund will not have a
NEW YORK COFFEE CO'S tries,
land
than
final desert
entries, less
great damage to the ends of the
f
of one per cent of the final twigs. If properly handled the appar- great deal of effect in this legislature
FAJIOUS COFFEE
timber and stone entries, land less ent damage will be overcome in fu It is a legislature in which money can
not and never can be the controlling
of one per ceat of the ture growth.
BREAKFAST BELL than
influence. There may be one or two
final coal entries are found to be
The younger trees should all be
AT
fraudulent, and the percentage of cut back at once, removing the tips men in the assembly who could be
there
JOYCE PRUIT CO.
mineral entries tainted with fraud is that were nipped by the sudden cold. reached by such an influence. Ifyet
deare such men the fact has not
small indeed."
No damaged wood should be left on veloped and if the talk of this fund
was
Live Stock Market.
The Indian appropriation bill
the trees. By the time the spring
founded on fact, the gamblers would
Kansas City, Jan. 30. Cattle re reported to the senate today. It car- growth starts, there will be no signs !s
ceipts 8,000, including 300 southerns. ries $14,509,000, an increase of more of the cold wave perceptible. The cut- do well to save their money. This is
Market steady to strong.
than six million dollars over the bill ting back of the new growth is nc the impression that the first week had
passed by the house. This is due to disadvantage unless it be the loss of iven. There may be a few men in
Native steers, 4.006.60
the fact that a number of Indian some fruit buds, and there is usually a position to influence a small number
Southern sters, 3.705.25
who could be reached
tribes' money is now held in trust as a surplus of these, and thinning out of members
Southern cows, 2.253.70
with money but that the members of
Native cows and heifers, 2.235.00 Indian tribal funds.
is no disadvantage.
either house could be so approached
The senate has agreed to vote up
Stockers and feeders, 3:004.80
I have seen much worse effects of it is not believed.
on the resolution declaring that Sen- frost in North Texas
Bulls, 2.75 4.25
than that of the
The plan is not to seek to suppress
ator Smoot is not entitled to a seat Pecos .Valley last fall, the sap under
Calves, 3.507.50
legislation.
all
Such
Wednesday,
20.
Feb.
at four o'clock
Western fed steers, 3.75 5.75
the bark and in the heart of the
be doomed to failure, for
The lower house today resumed younger trees turning black. Even a plan would
Western fed cows, 2.504.25
Sheep receipts 7,000. Steady.
consideration of the agricultural ap the forest traes were affected, appar in the present state of public sentiment, the man who would vote agapropriation bill.
Muttons, 4.755.75
ently ruined, and in my time I have inst an
bill would be
Lambs, 6.757.50
cut down blocks of both shade and forever submerged so far as his poli
ANOTHER RUSSIAN OFFIRange wethers, 5.006.60
trees, thinking they were de tical prospects might be concerned.
CIAL ASSASSINATED fruit
Fed ewes, 4.0005.25
stroyed;
but found afterwards that But it is proposed, according to the
,
Guide-maSt. Petersburg, Jan. 30. M.
St.v Louis, Jan. 30. Wool
steady
.those pruned back to solid wood re rumor, to obtain a bill which will be
prison
governor
political
the
of
unchanged.
covered.
so weak in its provisions as to be eain Vasili Ostroff, suburb of this city
I think it would be a mistake tc sily evaded, and with a punishment
was shot in the main street of the
BENEFIT RECITAL FOR
dig up and replace young trees here so light that it could be violated with
MISS EVA NELSON. island today and died almost imme now,
but prune them back to sounr' impunity.
This plan, too, will fail,
diately.
A benefit recital for Miss Eva Nel
wood,
and the sap and heart of Kit for the
bill will be watson will be given at the Christian
The assassin, a youth of 18 dress trees will
clear up to normal condi ched with sharp eyes not only by the
a
emerged
8
from
o'clock,
workman,
as
night
tomorrow
at
ed
a
church
tions. My examinations have been members, but by the whole people,
and if the people of Roswell were tea house as Guidema was passing in orchards about Dayton.
and the bill which passes will be efever called upon to turn out justly, and shot Mm twice in the stomach.
S. KERR,
JOHN
fective,
or there will be no bill. This
was
youth
and
sweet
now,
shot
mortal
also
The
for Miss Nelson's
it is
Sherman, Tex., Jan. 29, 1907.
's the sentiment among the large
voice and skillful .violin playing have ly wounded by the prison warden who
of the members of both housbeen heard on a hundred occasions accompanied Guidema, and who pur- OIL TRUST FILES MOTION
es
who
have been approached on the
sen
was
Guidema
in Roswell. and the lovers of music sued the assassin.
TO QUASH INDICTMENTS
tenced to death by the terrorists for
owe her a debt of gratitude.
Findlay, O., Jan. 30. A motion to subject.
recently
The recital Thursday evening will merciless use of the lash In suppress quash the indictments
be a musical treat. Assisting Miss ing the "hunger strike" which the found against the Standard Oil Co. TWO JURORS LACKING
IN THE THAW CASE.
Nelson will be the well known art prisoners on the island declared a of Ohio, John D. Rockefeller,
th
York,
New
Jan. 30. The ratio of
ago
protest
against
as
Thompson,
fortnight
a
and
Buckeye Pipe Line Co., the Ohio Oil
ists, Mesdames Hill
Mr. George Hinson, Mr. O. C. Nelson the killing of a prisoner who was Co. and the Solar Refining Co., were securing one juror each morning and
and Masters Ely Nelson and Bill Nel leaning out of a window.
filed in court here today. It is con each afternoon session of the Thaw
son 'Hudgins. Mrs. McLeod, the new
tended that the indictments are in- trial was amintained today, wben
ly arrived elocutionist, will contrib- SHORT LINE R. R. MAN
definite and are not made with suff- Harry C. Brearly was added to the
INSPECTING ROSWELL. icient certainty to enable the attor- panel before the luncheon adjournute a number. The admission price
A. Courche3ne, of El Paso, one of neys to properly
prepare a defense, ment of the court. The second special
will be only 25 cents, and the house
the promoters of the Kansas City and and that the indictments are in a panel of one hundred talesmen was
should be packed.
El Paso Short Line railroad, proposed, single count, while several offenses exhausted so rapidly that orders were
sent out summoning one hundred
M. S. Walton, of the Roswell Auto arrived in Roswell on the automobile are charged.
mora fnr tomorrow moraine
With
mobile Co., will leave tomorrow morn- this morning, and is today inspecting
Powder Explosion.
two jurors yet to be obtained the deing for Chicago to attend the Na- the town and its business interests.
Marion, in., Jan. 30. By an explo- fense has nine summary challenges
tional Automobile show. He will be its prospects and surroundings. He
gone about two weeks.
wishes to learn just what the place sion of powder in the Johnson City left and the state thirteen.
Henry L. Kleinberg. a
LATER:
has to offer as a station on the pro and Big Muddy coal mine at Johnson
City today five men were killed and silk merchant, was chosen this afterEd Tyson was in from his ranch posed road.
noon a Che elevejfth Juror.
Upon his arrival Mr. Courchesny eleven Injured.
on the Plains today.
prize-winnin-
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ROSWELL
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DEMOCRATIC
-

COLONEL, BALLARD

D

IN POLITICS.

Business Manager'

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCK.ETT-- .
Entered May 19, 10B,

at

Typewriter
Supplies

.

Editor

RoawaM, N. M.,

under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
lSd
60c

'.

.

Daily. Per Month, flnAdrance')
Daily. One Year (Iii'AaTanoe)...

i. .. .

. . 50c"
B.OO'

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHINO CO

MEMBER ASSQCIATED

PRESS.

-

DIVISION.

Pecos Valley Citizen .Says People are
Not in Favor of New County
in- Chaves and Eddy County.
New Mexican, Jan. 26.
Colonel Charles L. Ballard, of Roswell, ' sheriff of Chaves County, , one
of the oldest residents of southeastern
New Mexico and who is one of the

Li AVE

I

-

hi

most complete line just
received. Everything used!
by Stenographers. VVe are
in a position to sell at thgj
very lowest prices havingf-bough- t
a large quantity.
A

Daily, Per Week

nlteily ..Per .Month

ON

(

acres of
tine land with ditch

water-rig-ht

and good

cottage one

four-roo-

m

best known and most respected citi- mile from
trR1rrinrr. hnnse
zens of his section, has been in the
city for a few days on official business for small residence property in
and also taking in legislative sights
To a representative of the New Mexi- town.
can regarding the demand by the people of Artesia for a new county to be
called Artesia with their town as the
county seat. Colonel Ballard said: i R. M. iMcCUNE,
Agent
"I am pretty well acquainted with
conditions ia the Pecos Valley, having been a resident of that section for
the last twenty-eigh- t
years.N I might
say I have grown up with it. I came
there when I was quite a boy and
have remained there ever since. The W. C. Beld.
J. M. Hervey.
interests of Roswell and of Chaves
County are certainly my interests as
Reid & r;Hervey
everything I have in the world is loLAWYERS
cated there. I believe that the best
interests of the counties of Chaves
Room 9. Texas Block. Phone 531
and Eddy demand that the new county
be not created, especially not at this
time. It would certainly be a detriment to Eddy County which is struggling and would cut off much of the
taxable property located therein and
SPECIALIST.
which should remain with the County
EYE
NOSE & THROAT.
EAR.
of Eddy until much more population
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
and much more taxable property are
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
there than now exist. Chaves County
is more populous and much
richer
than Eddy County, but even Chaves
could not afford at this time to conR. E. LUND
sent to dismemberment and to the tak
part
ing of
of its domain for the creLAWYER
ation of a new county. The project
Specialty "lining Law
is entirely too premature and the sec
tion which it is to make into a new
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.
county is not yet ready for that purpose. I am not overdrawing when I
state to you that I honestly believe
that
of the people of EdDr. Thompson W. Grace
dy and Chaves counties are strongly
oposed to the project. The people
Oklahoma Block.
of Roswell, of Lake Arthur, of Dexter, of Hagerman, of Carlsbad and the
towns outside of Artesia have met Office Phone 237. Res. Phone 422
and are meeting in mass meetings
to protest against the creation of the
new county and their voice .1 hope will
Violets and Carnations
govern and will be heard by the memAt
bers of the Assembly.
"Mr. Cameron, the member of the
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
council, from our district, has already
Telephone 184.
placed himself on record in opposition
Mr. Mullens, Representative from our
district is also not favorably inclined GROCERIES
HAY AND
and Hudspeth the other RepresentaGRAIN
tive, is in the same line. I was a
member of the last legislative As
sembly of which I had the honor of
being the only Democrat in the Counflo.
cil, and I am glad to say that the Phone 220, 5th
majority treated me very fairly and
considerately and I fully believe that
the same majority will do the same Robins" Commercial School
thing in this session with Mr. CamMOTTO:
eron, with Mr. Mullins and with Mr.
as the BEST, BETTER than the
Hudspeth, who represent the views Good
rest. Personal, Private Instruction
of the people of our district, especial- in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa
ly in this case."

that our

We know

line of buggies, surreys, park
is the most complete
line that has ever been shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and invite you to come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
wagons and
and,

tt

.

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

IN STYLE AND PRICE

--

The lone Democrat of the Territo- ing on every bush and apple dumpi
Payton Drag, Book &
rial Council seems able to stand alone lings steaming on the sweet potati
catches;
vines.
the
there
But
curtain
right.
all
is always a hitch. If the curtail
Stationery Co.
Wlle the Republicans are fight-rag- , rises the chops are overdone or tie
tniy be the Ttemocrata will , get a dumplings are soggy, or there are
bugs on the vines. Whereupon the
part' of their due.
reformers get discouraged. But there
A little over two months new un- is no reason for it. It will all come litical hypocrisy ever brought before
and with
til the Stockmen's convention ta Ros- out in the wash; the Lord bates a this or any other legislature,
attempt
conceal
at
only
thinnest
the
White.
William
Allen
quitter.
get
busy.
well. Tim to
ment It "steals the livery of the court
The total deposits in the three Na- of heaven to, serve the devil in." It.
:.The t members of the regi stature
Pesuspect
tional banks of Roswell, as shown is a hundred times more to be deprethat the
are beginning to
yesterday, cated than the most reckless "extra
cos Valley is located in New Mexico. by statements published
were at the close of business ou Jan- employees" scheme that could be deone million, two hun- vised, because the latter, at its worst,
It seems impossible for the Albu- uary 26, 1907,
eighteen
thousand, thirty-seve- could only filch a few thousands from
and
dred
Mr.
forget
that
querque .Journal to
cents. The a well filled treasury, and would put
four
and
dollars
per, Buramn burnt the books
and it
deposit
alone the money in some cases where it
of
certificates
time
why.
asking
sists in
amounted to $141,967.64 money lard would do good, but the other strikes
away drawing interest. The loans a blow at the very foundations of civ
The more wb study toe situational and discounts of the banks total con- ilized government, and seeks to make
Saata Fe the stronger grows the con- siderably over a million and the a farce of our criminal Jurisprudence
viction that a Democratic independ- footings of the First National alone by putting the power of choosing our
ent victory te assured in 1908.
The prosecuting officers into the hands of
dollars.
exceeded one million
undivided profits of the three banks men whose official crookedness is
the
"It must be confessed that
amounted to $151,493.38. and the sur- most likely to merit prosecution.
railroads teem to be working Just plus fund $75,000.
BUT IF THE LEGISLATURE REnow for Mr. Bryan and government
ALLY BELIEVES THAT THE ENDS
ownership. Atlanta Journal.
In a speech made in Roswell Octo- OF JUSTICE WOULD BE BETTER
ber 24, 1906, Hon. J. O. Cameron, the SERVED BY MAKING THE , DIS
For the information of the Santa present member of the Territorial TRICT ATTORNEYS' OFFICES ELs
Fe New Mexican, will say that the Council from this district, referred ECTIVE INSTEAD OF APPOINTIVE
Record office front has been freshly to Ms friend, Colonel Ballard, the WHY NOT SAY THAT? The pending
painted. It isn't yellow, either.
only Democrat in the last Council, proposition merely provides for transas having been mighty lonesome and ferring the appointing power from
It is plain that t'ae sole object of having little to say. He was com- the Governor to the legislature for
the district attorney bill as it pass- pelled to sit helpless and see the the next two years, and the next leged the house was to reduce the pow- people's money wasted but Mr. Cam- islature will probably consider itself
er of the Governor and protect the eron hoped not to be so lonesome in fully as competent as the present body
old gang of grafters.
the coming legislature. With an hon- and repeal the time limit. Now, the
est Governor, and honest Republicans people may have as much confidence
Before the close of the session as well as Democrats sent from many in the ability of the legislature to
some of those fellows across the districts, he believed that retrench- make good selections as ' they have
mountains may wish that Judge ment might be possible at least in that of the Governor, but they
Bateman's plan of annexing the Pe- there would be enough honest mem- haven't any more, and yet the adop
tion of the pending proposition would
cos Valley to Texas had not been all bers present to watch the rascals.
be simply an official declaration by
a dream.
L
the members of the legislature that
SUMMARY OF
" From reading the Albuquerque CitREPORT. they consider themselves more com
petent to discharge this important
(In a city that maintains its
izen and the Santa Fe New Mexican, ?
duty than any man who may be Gov
schools without licensed gam- we learn tSiat Delegate Andrews has
emor of the Territory. This might
bllng.)
Becured another pension or two but
not be regarded as an evidence-osu
"There Is a balance in the
he has oever built that railroad to 3
perior ability but there would be no
9 Treasurer's hands of $8,050.78,
the Pecos Valley.
discount on it as an exhibition of ego
to which will be added about
tism of very high quality.
of
$3,000
the
before
the
end
speech
before
Mr. Cameron, in a
present school term. To run
election, promised to do all in his
ALWAYS UP TO DATE.
the full nine months will re-power to cut down the expenses of
John Jones was infuriated, but the
quire about $9,000, as there
the Territorial administration. Hap
editor shut him up in two seconds.
will be five more monthly
pily toe has been placed on the fin
expenses,
"Is this the newspaper office?" In
payments
salaries,
of
a nee committee of the Council.
quired Jones.
etc., which require
about
"It is," responded the man at the
"We will
$1,800 per month.
Representative Hudspeth cornea to
desk.
COUNTY DIVISION.
run
ample
to
to
funds
have
should
the front with a measure that
"Didn't this paper say I was
"It is manifestly unwise to
the end of the full nine
receive tae support of every memliar?"
create new counties as has
months' term."
ber of the Assembly. Railroad pass
"It did not."
sometimes been done before
(From financial report of
enger fares as well as freights are
"Well, some paper said it."
public schools sub- there is a sufficient population
Roswell
beyond all reason In the Territory.
"Possibly It was our contemporary
or enough property to propermitted to the Board of Edu- down the street," suggested the edily support them. The results
cation Jan. 25th. and publish- Mr. Joseph H. Choate was asked
tor, as he picked up a paper-weigsigna1907,
in
such cases are grievous, ofwith
29.
exJan.
ed
between
difference
define
the
to
"This paper never prints stale news."
ten resulting in a great deture of W. T. Joyner, Presl- President Cleveland and President
-Maverick.
gree of lawlessness and disdent of the Board.
Well," be said, "Mr.
Roosevelt.
which might have been
order,
hunt,
to
and
lazy
too
Cleveland is
FOR SALE.
avoided if the counties had
Mr. Roosevelt too restless to fish."
not been prematurely created.
London Financial News.
FOR BOODLERS ONLY.
Some Choice Residence Lots Cheap
The burden of the taxation
as Dirt.
on the individual taxpayers is
In addition to the probability that Albuquerque Journal (Rep.)
greatly increased as two sets
An eight room house, 6 lots, nice
We are warned by the Good Book
the ' constitutional convention of Ok
of county officers, two courtlahoma will require twice as much that we cannot hope to catch a bird shade trees, good sidewalks, close in
houses and two jails must be
time avs was allowed to reach an if we allow the bird to sees us spread and conveniently located. Good arte
maintained
where one set
agreement, the report now comes ing the net for it. And some of the sian well, $5,500.
would be sufficient. The zeal
from Washington that the constltn schemes which
Nice new five room house, 100 feet
the boodlers are tryof the people who desire their
tion as so far drafted is likely to
home towns to become county
leg
present
through
ing
to
the
southeast
work
front, sidewalk. A good bar
be rejected.
seats should not blind them
islature serve to remind U3 very forc- gain at $2,200. '
to the burdens they are imposIt is reported that the saloon men ibly of the truth of that old saying.
A spendid bargain In 16 acres of
ing upon themselves by hasty
and gamblers are raising a "slush Take for example, toe bill which pre unimproved land. Railroad and 2nd
action without due care and
fund" to prevent the legislature pass tends to be for the purpose of giving Street
front. Two blocks from court
consideration."
From Goving an
bilL If the leg the people of each judicial district
ernor Hagerman's Message.
islature is bought and congress comes the power to choose, at the polls, house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy
to the relief of the Territory, i the their own district attorney. This net terms at low interest.
Some alfalfa land in artesian belt.
sports will wish they bad their mon is so poorly disguised that the blind
o
ey back to pay" railroad fares.
est legislature ever assembled in the ditch water right; 26 acres sown to
Utah Naval Examinations.
on
The
alfalfa.
alfalfa
adjoining 40
Territory could not fail to see it? The
Salt Lake City, Jan. 29. .Examina
The Record - predicts that before talk of "giving the people the power acres yielded a net income last year,
tions of Utah applicants for entrance
the session Is over Hon. J. O. Camer- to choose their own officials." is all 1906, of more than 15 per cent. Near to
the Annapolis naval academy be
on will be generally acknowledged to very good and very effective, but that town, spendid location.
gan here today and will continue thru
A good 160 acres of Hondo water
be the ablest man In the Territorial is not the purpose of this bill at all.
and Thursday.
right land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa,
Council. It is not by votes alone that and everybody can see it.
leadership is attained. Cameron is
At present the power to appoint dis good house, land fenced. Valued at
Wool Market Firm.
la Santa Fe to work for the interests trict attorneys is lodged with the $37.50 per acre.
Boston,
Mass., Jan. 29. The wool
CARI TON & BELL.
of the people, not merely for spite Governor" and the Territorial Council,
market the past week has been quiet
work.
and the people believe that the pres- 303 N. Main street.
with transactions of small size. The
ent Governor will nominate, and the
purchases are noticeably firm.
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental
. Did . you
read the flnacial report present Council confirm, as such of
ficers, only such able and honest at
Real Estate Transfers.
per? It settles the dispute about torneys as will do their duty faithful
A. B. Samford and others to W. E.
there not being enough money to ly, and prosecute criminals in or out SCHRAFFTS
CANDY Bowen, for $200, lot 12,' block 12, Ha
run the public schools on account of of office to the bitter end, regardless
german.
'
the abolition of gambling. It also or party or "pull." The boodlers are
from
L. K McGaffey to Nicholas - San-Indicates which members off the also convinced of this, and for that
ches,
for $100, lots 19, 20 and 21. Ace-qui- a
really
interested in the reason they want to take the appoint
board are
BOSTON
addition to Roswell.
ive power away from where it is now
lodged, and put it in the hands of a
We have just received, a
P. V. A N. E. TIME TABLE.
Toe union Facine ana rnortnwest-er- a faw little cliques of Irresponsible po
(Railroad Time.)
of
the
shipment,
celebrated
railroads offer proof that they litical heelers, who can be trusted to
Northbound, arrive
10:10 a.m.
SCHRAFFTS CANDY,
have been "stung." ' by refusing to stand with the grafters irrespective
.
Northbound,
depart.
10:25 a. m.
cut rates for the transportation of of the interests of the public
this candy is made in Boston Southbound,
4:50 p.m.
U. S. troops and equipment. It Ja
THAT IS THE OBJECT OF THE Town, and is the finest candy Southbound, arrive.
depart,
5:00 p.m.
evident from this action that former BILL IN QUESTION, AND THE ONDon't
on the market to-daIf. D. BURNS. Agent.
reductions were made with a 'view LY OBJECT. All the grandiloquent take our word for it,
bat 'try - 160 acre
talk- - about "defending the rights of
of bribery Just as rebates are made
farm, finely improved, lo"
convinced.
be
some
and
'
to large private shippers.
the sovereign people," is merely for
cated In central Oklahoma; to trade
the purpose of throwing dust in the
for property In or near. Roswell.
-"The trouble with reformers Is eyes of the same sovereign people,
What iiave yon got T Carlton & Bell,
'
that they are always expecting the so that they will not be able to see
postofflce.
opposite
curtain to roll up and - disclose the the thing in Its true character. It Is
grow- - on of the moat braxea pieces of po- salllealum with mutton-chop- s
Old Indian, River Rye. Oriental.
n
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anti-gamblin-g
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Kipling's

Gandy iStore-

The Pioneers of Pair Prices.

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South Main

Phone

175.
and most
stock of LUMBER,
PAINT, ULASS and WALL PAPKK in the City.

Dr. T. E. Presley

nimj-ttenth-

--

P. lewis Hardware Co

The largest

up-to-da- te

Wholesale & Retail.

Estimates

Furnished.

For Sale Cheap

I
s

800 Large Wethers. 2300 Yearling Lamds. 3000
Bred Ewes.
3000 Merino E wps, good, $0. 00 pei head. 1SOO
Lambs and Wethers, good, $3.50 per head.
240 acres Deeded land artesian well $ 35 per tcre.
40 acres of land with water and camp outgt, two
horse wagon, 50 bucks, 2000 wethers, 2000 young
ewes all young.
Ten acres. 200 bearing apple trees. 200 young
trees. Artesian well and tank.
(Jood 0 room house, with out buildings.
within city limits.

E. B. STONE

Price $3S

s

i

and

Notice of Sheriff's Sale.
By virtue and authority or a spe
cial execution issued from the office
of the Clerk of the District Court in
aad for Chaves county. New Mexico,
and to me directed, wherein the Western Grocery Company is plaintiff
aad John Silman is defendant, betag
Number 859 on the docket of said
Court, I have levied upon and seized
the following described real estate
situated in Chaves county, New Mexico, and charged with the lien of an
attachment in said cause and judgment therein dated March 28, 1906,
for $66.35 for debt and damages and
$32.15 for costs and $3.00
interest
thereon to the date of sale, said property described as follows:
The north half of Lot 1, Block 9
Alameda Heights Addition to the City of Roswell, in the County and Territory aforesaid, and I will on the
25th day of February, A. D., 1907,
at 11 o'clock a. m. at the door of the
court house in said county and territory, sell at public auction for cash
in hand to the highest bidder, the
property above described, to satisfy
said execution and costs.
CHARLES L. BALLARD,
County, New
Sheriff
of Chaves
Mexico.
By GUY H. HERBERT. Deputy,
(wed.
t5)

1

J. H. Hamilton i
Enquire

ROBERT J. McCLENNY,

,

Administrator.
Dated Roswell, New Mexico, Janu
ary 8, 1907.
t4
Wed. 9 to

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Whol esale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

Hondo

Water-Rig-

1--

all times.

i

ht

You Make

Land.

The Price.
.

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH HAIN ST., ROSWELL,

Dr. A. Anderson
SPECIALIST,
INTESTINES

DISEASES OP WOMEN.

OFFICE-OKLAHO-

AND

BLOCK.

MA

safest way to make
Figure with B. F. Smith when you money Is to Invest in real estate. We
want ' buggy painting. Pbone :17S. 7tf Have some of the best bargains in
toe Valley. See ua. Carlton ft Bell.'
Nine year old Rippy. Oriental.
1--

at

i'6o ACRES

STOflACH

same to.

B. Bailey's Office.

Phone No. 35

1--

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR.
Notice Is hereby given that the undersigned was, on the 7th day of Jan
uary. 1907, appointed by the Probate
Court of Chaves county, New Mexico,
administrator, with the will annexed,
of the estate of Mary E. McClenny,
AH claims due any perdeceased.
sons from said estate should be pre
sented to the undersigned and all persons knowing themselves to be indebt
ed to said estate will please pay the

.1,

The best

"and

N. M.

H. I. NOWLAN
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

W

Special attention given to

Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty : : : : : :
Over firsi

ion

Bonk,

mi,

new

isiico

Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
69tf
Oriental.

Me-Braye-

connected it by pipe line with the
Kansas oil wells, the rate was advanc
ed from 10 to 17 cents per hundred
pounds.
While the railways insist
that this was not done at the instance
of the- Standard, the significant ' fact
remains in this and many other cases called to the commissions atten
tion, that the rate was not changed
until it came to be for the Standard
that it should be changed and it was
changed as that company naturally
would desire.
In discussing the assertion contain
ed In the report that "the ruin of its
competitors has been a distinct part
of the policy of the Standard Oil Com
pany, the commission says one method has been the organization of a
perfect system of espoinage over the
shipments of its competitsors, resulting In knowledge as to the destination
of every car of oil leaving the refinery of an independent. The Standard
agent at the destination, saysj the
report. Is held responsible if the independent oil is sold.
"It does not appear," says the report, that the railroad companies
have directed the furnishing of this
information, or that the practice has
been sanctioned by superior officials
of the roads, but it does appear that
sVich information is systematically
obtained from the railroad employees.
The testimony shows that the Standard at one time, if it does not now.
devoted a fund to the purpose of obtaining this information. It has fre
quently happened, when the supply of
independent oil in a particilar territory was low and a shipment was peculiarly necessary, that the shipment
has unaccountably gone astray. Information also appears to have been
given the Union Tank Lane, a creature of the Standard, concerning the
whereabouts of its cars, while such
information was not' furnished to oth
er owners of tank cars and some discrimination in tank car mileage In favor of the tank line is shown for one
railroad."
It is asserted that it is the practice
of the Standard, whenever a compe
titor erects a storage tank to which
the oil is transferred from the tank
car to reduce the price of oil in that
locality to such a point as to make the
business unprofitable to such competitor, while prices were maintained
in other localities.
There wa. such
complaint that the railroads allowed
the Standard to erect its tanks at con
venient points on the right of way and
declined to accord this privilege to
independent refiners. The commission
says that such discrimination has
been very generally practiced in the
past.
The report shows that "at present
every considerable railroad in the U.
S. is buying of the Galena Oil Company, one of the Standard companies
most of its lubricating and signal oils
the prices paid for lubricating oil.
which is of three grades being sub
stantially the same to the various
railroads. The contracts generally
contain a guarantee provision that
the cost of lubricating shall not exceed a certain sum per mile or engine
mile, and provides for oil inspectors
appointed by the oil company to super
vise the use of the oil. "The Galena
company is rarely called upon to pay
anything under the guaranty, and the
prices obtained by the oil company
are extravagantly high. Oils or the
same grade could be bought in the
open market for about
r
the
Galena company's price."
The report severely arraigns the
Standard methods of competition, say
-

THE OIL
MONOPOLY
COMMERCE COMINTERSTATE
MISSION SCORES STANDARD
OIL COMPANY.

RUINS ITS COMPETITORS

Systematically and Persistently Hunts
Enjoys

Down All Competition.

Se-

cret Rates Over Its Competitors, and
Employs Spies to Hunt Out Their
Shipments.

Washington, Jan. 28. The Interstate Commerce Commission sent to
Congress a report or the investigations
made by it under the
resolutions concerning their relations of common carriers by rail to the
production and dlsKribution. of ojl.
The report covers the distribution of
petroleum and its products east of the
Mississippi river, and, incidentally, the
Kansas and Texas fields. The report"
points out generally the methods by
which the Standard Oil Company "has'
buTIt up and perpetuated its monopoly." It is asserted that "the ruin
of its competitors has been a distinct
part of the policy of the Standard Oil
Company in the past, systematically
and persistently pursued.
"No instance," the report says, "Is
found where any railway campany
has been interested in oil lands or In
petroleum production, and only one
instance Is shown where officials of
a railway company were interested
in the production and sale of oil. This
relates to certain officials of the Baltimore and Ohio Southwestern Railroad having owned stock of the
Tillman-Gillespi-

Nt

e

Ar-gan- d

Refining

Company,

which

was

on their recommendation afterwards
sold to the Standard Oil Company
and the Lubricating contract which
the road transferred to the Galene
Oil company, a Standard Company.
"The Standard Oil Company largely
monopolizes the handling of petroleum
from the mouth of the well until it is
sold to the retailer and some times
to the consumer, and under ordinary
circumstances its margin of profit
is very large. Estimates made in the
report show that a profijt or refined oil
from tiie sugar Creek Rerinery at
Kansas City of from five to eight cets.
per gallon. A much higher profit is
indicated for gasoline. The sale of
refined oil from the large Standard
Refinery at Whiting is correspondingly profitable.
"The evidence shows little basis for

the contention that the enormous dividends of the Standard Oil Company
are the legitimate result of its economies. Except for its pipe lines the
Standard has but little legitimate
vantage over the Independent refiner:
"The Standard buys advertising
space in many newspapers which it
but
fills, not . with advertisements,
with reading matter prepared by its
agents kept for that purpose, and paid
for at advertising rates, as ordinary
news. The assumption fcs that this
literature furnishes many of the ideas
touching the great benefits conferred
upon the public by the Standard Oil
Company.

;

"Possession of the Pipe lines enables the Standard absolutely to control
the price of crude petroleum and the
price which its competitors in a given
locality shall pay. It can raise the
price in one locality and obtain its
own oil from another, and reverse the
process when it desires to do so.
Whoever controls the avenues of
transportation of the raw material or
of the refined product can speedily
drive his competitors out of existence
and the production and distribution
of petroleum is no exception to the
rule."
The pipe line system of the Stand
ard. the report contends. Is not a
tural, but rather as artificial advan
tage. It is argued that the reason
why long pipe lines competing with
those of the Standard have not been
provided Is found in obstacles in the
way of such undertakings having been
opposed by fhe railroads whose right
of way has generally stood as a Chinese wall against all attempts to extend Dine lines. Ordinarily, it im
said, the Standard has not received"
rebates in recent years, so far as has
been discovered, but it has neverthe
less enjoyed secret rates possessing
all of the elements of illegal rates and
the advantages so obtained over Independent shippers have been of very
great value to that company.
ous Instances of discrimination in fa
vor of the Standard resulting frcm the
published railway rates , were , found,
says Che report. In this connection
the following is an instance give;
A low rate of 10 cents per 100 pounds
upon petroleum and its product exist
ed for many years from Neodosha,
i Kansas, where the Standard operated
a refinery, to K&naaa City, Thia was
for the interest of the. Standard?- but
when tha Standard constructed) Its
refinery at Sugar Creek, Kan., and
-

-

The laws of several states concerning
the inspection of oil are signlarly de
fective and this has been turned to
profit by the Standard.
"The Commission's only knowledge
of the competitive methods of the
Standard Oil company it has obtained
from evidence taken under oath in
this investigation. The Standard was
given permission to explain or rebut
the facts.
"This, if true, demonstrated that
the competitive methods of the com
pany ' in the past have been unfair
and disreputable. Its motto has been
the. destruction of competition at any
cost and this policy has been pursued
without much reference to decency
or conscience and is is significant that
the larger independent refiners sell
the greater part of their production in
foreign countries. One independent
testified that 75 per cent of his product went abroad and said that he
could compete with the Standard in
Germany, where its methods as follow
ed in this country would not be tolerated, but that he could not compete with It here.
On the question of remedies the re
port says:
"More than anything else the pipe
line has contributed to the Standard
Oil Company, and its supremacy must
continue until its rival enjoys same
transportation facilities. The amend
ed act to regulate commerce makes
the pipe lines common carriers subject to that act, and the power to
prescribe just and reasonable rates,
regulations and practices, after complaint and hearing, is conferred upon
the .commission.
But the pipe line
tariffs filed with the commission are
alleged to be of no actual advantage
to the independent operators.
The
Commission only can act upon these
schedules after complaint has been
made challenging specific rates, regulations or practices. Some complaints
are now pending. How far the amend
ed act will prove adequate to such injustice as now exists in respect to
this traffic remains to be seen.
"Since in the past petroleum rates
have not always been established to
promote, but- often to check traffic,
and the tariffs are more or less permeated with discriminations in favor
of the Standard Oil Company, having
been built up during a series of years
in that view, it may be that this discrimination will never be eliminated
by any process of complaint against
a specific rate or practice.
Judging by the" past discriminations
as to this traffic may arise more frequently than thoe now existing can
As
be routed out by that method.
to no other important traffic is there
an approach to the monopoly of the
Standard Oil in that of oil. Vnder
these conditions it may become necessary to the uprooting of established wrongs and the prevention of others that the government shall fix in
the first instance of rates end regulations for the transportation of this
traffic. This method has been adopted by the legislature of one state.
It probably will be found Decessary
to disassociate it in the case of oil, as
in that of other commodities, the func
tion of transportation from that of pr
oduction and distribution. What other
remedies in addition to those already
provide it may be necessary to prescribe can be better determined in
the near future by the results of experience in administering the present law."
-

--

one-hai-

ing:

'

"The Standard has repeatedly, after
becoming the owner of a competing
company, continued to operate it un
der the old name, carrying the idea
to the public that the company was
3till independent and competiting with
the Standard. It has used such purchased or independently rrganized
companies to kill off competitors by
such companies reducing prices. The
operation of such fake independent
concern has been one of its most ef
fective means of destroying competi
tions.
The Standard has habitually
reduced the price against its competitor in a particular locality, while
maintaining its prices at other places.
When competition was destroyed It
advanced or restored former prices.
The Standard has sold different grades of oil at different prices from the
same barrel. It has paid employees
of independent oil companies for in

formation as to the business of these
competitors and has paid employees
of industrial companies to secure the
adoption of its oil in preference of
that of its competitors. Its agents
are instructed; to secure customers
at any sacrifice. It has tampered with
the oil inspectors in different states.

Piano Bargains

Truck Farming in Pecos Valley.
The Lake wood commercial Club
last Wednesday evening had under
discussion, "The benefits and prohts
to be derived from truck farming."
A numbed or splendid speeches were
made by those who had had consldera
It
able experience along this line.
was the sense or the club that no sort
of farming was as profitable as truck
farming, where it could bo carried on
successfully and where a market could
be found for the products.
It has been clearly demonstrated
that no section of the world produces
more vegetables to the acre than the
Pecos Valley, and as to quality and
flavor. It is a conceded fact that the
products of this section are far superior to all others. The finest flavored
cantaloupes in the world are grown
in the Pecos Valley and they always
command a very fair price.
Tomatoes, cabbage, onions, celery,
radishes, turnips and many other varieties simply grow to perfection here
and are all paying crops.
The club appointed a committee to
take up the matter of freight rates
with the railroads and express companies, and endeavor to secure reduced rates ror these products, md we are
sure that a satisfactory agreement can
be reached. And if not, the truck,
farmer can successfully preserve his
surplus of vegetables for future use
and sale. We are reliable Informed
that some of our merchants are now
hjtndking tomatoes canned' by Mr.
Boyd, who lives only a few miles from
town.

Let those who are in a position to
engage in truck farming think the
matter over and we will later announce the result of the committee's
work as to rates and securing a market for these products. Lakewood
Progress.

liquor and gaming licenses to the sup GREAT BRITAIN AND THE .
port of the courts of the territory and . - JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION
House Rule Repealed In Order That placing the direct taxes now levied
.Territorial Officials May be Exfor the support of the courts to the The British Ambassador, Sir Morti
mer Durand an Enthusiastic
cluded from the Floor of
support of the schools.
Advocate of the Great'.
the House.
opposed to
are
strongly
'We
;(4.)
Celebration.
(Morning Journal Bureau.) ... " licensed gambling, and urge the ab
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. The high olition of this vice from our territory.
Ex
The Jamestown
and lofty plane upon which the oppo
position, which is to open on the 26th
nents of Governor Hagerman are con MEMBERS OF THE.TERRI- April, has a very enthusias
TORI AL LEGISLATURE day of next
ducting their campaign of legislative
The following is the membership of tic advocate in Sir Mortimer Durand,
retaliation and the deep and unselfish attention they are giving to the the Council and House in the 37th the British Ambassador, to tbe United
.
important matters before the people. Legislative Assembly:
States, who recently visited Norfolk
COUNCIL.
was brought out most strikingly by an
Virginia, in order to make a personal
First District, Colfax and Union inspection of the Exposition site and
incident in the house of representaof Counties, M. B. Stockton.
tives, in which under the guise
ks environment, so that he would be
Second
seemingly harmless and proper resolu
District, Taos and Mora en rapport with the subject, upon his
tlon to exclude lobbyists, a particular- Counties, Malaquias Martinez.
:
;
,
return to England shortly.
ly unpleasant slap was directed at AtThird District, Rao Arriba and San
The visit of Sir Mortimer Durand
torney General W. C. Reid, who 'was Juan Counties, W. G. Sargent.
was
to the Jamestown Exposition
on the floorfof the house. The attorFourth District, San Miguel County more significant than appears on the
ney general had been In the room dur Charles A. Spiess.
surface, as it is rumored that he bears
ing the opening ceremonies of the
Fifth District, San Miguel, Quay and a special personal commission from
session when under the head of reso- Guadalupe Counties, James S. Dun- His Majesty, King Edward VII. to
lutions of the house, H. B. Holt, of can.
report on the plan and scope of the
Las Cruces, whose relations with tire
Sixth District, Santa Fe and Sando- interesting celebration to be held on
administration have been strained for val counties, E. A. Miera.
next
the shore of Hampton Roads
some time and who was recently reSeventh District, Bernalillo county, year.
moved from the board or regents of J. F. Sulzer.
While in Norfolk, as the guest ' tf
Eighth District, Valencia and
the Agricultural college at Mesilla
Harry St. George Tucker,
President
Park by the governor, introduced a re
counties Jacobo Chaves.
of the Exposition Company, Sir MortiNinth District, Socorro and Sierra mer Durand had an informal talk with
solution excluding all lobbyists from
Counties Harvey M. Richards.
the house.
a pressf representative, during the
and course of which he said:
The motion, of course carried, Rup-pe-,
Tenth District, Grant, Luna
of Albuquerque, seconding the Dona Ana Counties, W. D. Murray.
"I came to Norfolk at the invitation
resolution.
Resolutions excluding lob
Eleventh District, Otero, Lincoln, of President Harry Tucker, and I
byists are common and always carry. Torrance counties, Carl A. Dailies.
esteem it a privilege to have seen the
Speaker Baca Interpreted this to
Twelfth District, Eddy, Chaves and Jamestown exposition in its embryomean an order to clear the floor, and Roosevelt Counties, J. O. Cameron.
nic state, because I am returning to
he ordered the sergeant at arms to
HOUSE.
England shortly and desire to be able
do so. This howeve, was taking the
First District, Colfax County, Hor to speak intelligently of the great and
thing further than Mr. Holt and his ace C. Abbott.
very interesting celebration, which
Second District, Union County,
friends desired, and he asked that the
is to be held here next year.
ladies be not excluded, and that the
Padilla.
"I have enjoyed my short visit in
floor of the house mean the space ocThird District, Taos County, Ramon Norfolk very much indeed. I saw
cupied by desks of the members, and Sanchez.
the exposition grounds and its environ
not the slightly elevated floor in the
Fourth District, Mora County, E. H. ments under extremely pleasant cirrear.
Biernbaum.
I consider the site for
cumstances.
Fifth; District, Colfax and Mora the exposition an ideal one, possessing
It was further shown by Mr. Hudspeth, "of Lincoln, that under one Counties, E. E. Studley.
possibilities of the grandest nature.
Sixth District, Rio Arriba County, The fact that it is to be an exposition
house rule members of the council and
all
of the legislature are Julian Trujillo.
on the water and close .to the ocean
Seventh District, Rio Arriba and makes it extremely interesting to me
entitled to the privileges of the house
floor, and that under another rule of San Juan Counties, Price Walters.
and adds a great deal to its charm.
Eighth District Guadalupe and Quay
the house, territorial officials are en"The further fact that Hampton
Counties, N. V. Gallegos.
titled on the floor of the house.
Roads has, as I am told, 100 miles of
Ninth District, Santa Fe County. sheltered seaway, renders it an ideal
It was here that the true purpose
of Mr. Holt's little resolution virtu- R. L. Baca.
place for a glorious naval demonstra
ously seeking to exclude lobbyists
Tenth District. Santa Fe and San tion as you are bound to have 'here,
doval Counties, E. C. Abbott.
from the house, became evident.
and will, I think prove one of the
Eleventh District, Valencia County, grandest attractions of this notable
Frank W. Beach, of Otero, who occupies the seat in front of Holt, got Sylvester Mirabel.
I am extremely fond of
celebration.
!o his feet and moved that the house
Twelfth District, Valencia. McKin- - the sea myself, and judging by my
rule allowing territorial officials to !ey and Torrance Counties, E. S. Al- own observation, I believe you will
occupy seats on the floor be repealed. drlch.
have a very large attendance due to
The motion carried and the speaker
Thirteenth District, Socorro County that feature exclusive of all others.
instructed the sergeant at arms to en- Amos Green.
"As an Englishman I take a deep
force the rule.
Fourteenth District' Socorro arid interest in the early history of Am
Many little incidents of this kind Sierra Counties, Robert Martin.
erica, and the great state of Virginia
may be seen in Santa Fe these days,
Fifteenth District, Grant and Luna especially in the first settlement, of
which all show how earnestly
the Counties, J. A. Moran.
the English speaking people here. I
members participating are striving to
Sixteenth District, Dona Ana an-- 1 feel sure that the people of England
serve the people and benefit the Otero Counties, H. B. Holt.
share these sentiments with me. My
territory.
Seventeenth District, Grant, Luna. wife is a descendent of the Sandys,
o
Dona Ana and Otero Counties, Frank one of the early colonial governors,
Resolutions.
W. Beach.
which increases my interest in the
Memorial, passed by the New MexEighteenth District, Lincoln and historical features of the exposition.
ico Educational Association,, at its Chaves Counties, A. J. Hudspeth.
"With regard to the participation of
twenty-firs- t
annual session,
Nineteenth District, Lincoln, Eddy, England in the Jamestown Exposition,
To the Governor and' Members of Chaves and 'Roosevelt Counties, J. W. as to her acceptance of President Roo
the Council and House of Representa- Mullens.
sevelt's invitation she will be repre
tives of New Mexico:
Twentieth District, San Miguel sented by both men and ships. I can
We, the members of County, E. W. Deniston,
Gentlemen:
Philemon at this time speak only as an individ- ,
the Educational Association of
Sanchez and Rafael Herrerra.
lal, but I have no doubt whatever
Twenty-Firs- t
respectfully ask your careful
District, Bernalillo that the
will be hearty,
consideration of the following:
County Bernard Ruppe and Francisco generous and enthusiastic. The edu
(1.) Experience in the states has Lucero y Montoya.
cational and historical features of the
proved that the plan of selling the
exposition
will certainly receive warm
lands given by congress for the sup- TO PREVENT FRAUDS IN ACfrom the
and
QUIRING PUBLIC LANDS. assistance
port of public schools and educational
old country.
institutions, and investing the proThe following order was recently
"Not long ago I heard some refer
ceeds in bonds, morieages, or othi
issued by President Roosevelt to the ence to the possibility of the removal
securities, has resulted in reducting Secretary of the Interior, with the of the dust of the Indian Princess Po
the income on account of bad investfrom its resting place' in
r cahontas
ments, dishonesty, and carelessness. purpose, as he said, or preventing
English soil to this country of her
i
land rrauds:
On the contrary, those states
that
and when I was in Pennhave adopted a fair system of leasing "The Secretary or Interior:
sylvania not long since there was
these lands have obtained an income
"Sir: To prevent the fraud now some talk of the transference of the
for their educational system that is practiced in the acquisition of public mortal remains of William Penn from
constantly increasing along with their
England to Pennsylvania, it has alincreasing expenses. In several of lands of the United States, I have ways seemed to me however,
that
certithese states, as Nebraska and Monta- to direct that hereafter no final
such material transference would be
na, a leasing system has been devel- ficate, patent or other evidence of ti- an unnecessary removal of one of the
oped that is fair to the tenant and tle shall be issued under the public many links of interest and- kindly feel
also to the state so that the tenants land laws until an actual examination ing and mutual association that binds
feel safe in making good improve- has fcetfa made upon tfhe ground by together the two great English speakments on the land leased.
That, however, is only
an authorized officer of the govern- ing countries.
Such a leasing system has been ment, but the following shall be ex- a personal sentiment and has no imstarted in New Mexico, and is in fair cepted from the force of this order;
portant bearing on the subject.
working condition.
Therefore, we
"When I was in England last May,
All claims which have here
"First.
respectfully request that the territor- tofore been examined upon the ground although my stay was a short one, I
ial officials be assisted by every "way by an authorized officer of the govern was pleased to find much interest In
possible in their efforts to develop ment
whose report is found satisfac- the coming Jamestown Exposition. So
and perfect the leasing system for tory.
deep an interest do I personally take
the school lands, and that the laws of
"Second. All claims where hereto- in the celebration and its charming
the territory be amended as follows: fore an officer of the government oth- and romantic associations and. J its
All lands already granted or that er
than officers authorized to take f- beautiful environments that I would
shall be hereafter granted to the ter- inal proof shall
have been present at like to nurture the hope that circumritory or state or New Mexico for the taking of final proof to
e
stances may permit my visit In perthe support of the common schools
and witnesses, if such son next year.
claimant
or of educational institutions, shall proof is found satisfactory.
"I look back with great pleasure to
be withdrawn from the market and
claim- my visit to the battleship Virginia in
All claims, where
"Third.
shall not be sold, except as such as ant's compliance with the law has your waters and Norfolk navy yard
are actually needed tor the location been established by contest or other where I was most courteo-islreceivof schools, churches, cemeteries, right regular adverse proceedings.
ed.
of way for public roads, irrigation
"I was surprised as well as greatly
''Fourth. Entries which may have
ditches, and reservoirs, and such pub- been confirmed by virtue of any act pleased by the remarkable progress
lic necessities.
observed on the exposition groi-ndof congress.
(S.) We believe the office of coun
Selection and entries in Speaking as a layman I can see no
"Fifth.
ty superintendent is one of the most which no residence or improvement reason why it should not be successimportant in the county and one that Is required by law, when t?ie lands fully opened on time and conducted
deals directly with the most vital in- embraced there are strictjy speaking to a glorious conclusion."
terests of the community, that of the in agricultural districts, or when char
"While touring the grounds, one of
education of the youth of our land. acter has been fixed by investigation the exposition governors remarked to
We therefore urge the need of such and classification made in accordance Sir Mortimer that the extent to which
legislation as will secure a man of with the law.
England would participate would have
practical school experience for the of"Sixth Cases of Reissuance of pa- a marked influence on othe foreign
fice of county school superintendent; tents because of some clerical error nations. Sir Mortimer replied quickand further we ask that a faw be pas- occurring in the patent heretofore Is- ly:
sed making women eligible to this sued.
"Do not say foreign nations ,when
'
office. We also urge the need of leg
"Seventh. All Indian allotments? alluding to England for .surely altho
islation to remove the conflicts and which have been regularly approved the two governments are separate as
ambiguities in the present school law, in accordance with instructions of the governmental entities, we are in no
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To ; Property Owners:

We have several cash customers
for - good residence property, vacant

residence lots, and vacant business
property. If yon have anything , you
want to sell, call at our office and
give na a description of your property. Oar past . record la proof that
we can sell it.
:

.

.
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EXPERTTUNING.
J
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CARLTON
Opposite Poatofflca.

BELL.

and to harmonize the same.
secretary of the interior.
(3.) We believe that the present
'You will issue all necessary lnstruc
support of the schools with funds de tions to carry this order into effect.
rived from liquor and gaming license
"This order is in ' lieu of my order
is illogical and repugnant to all the of Dec. 13, 1903.
friends of education, , and . we. .believe
- "THEODORE
ROOSEVELT.
that great good would result from a
law placing the revenue derived from
Old Indian River Rye. Oriental.
-

manner foreign to each other."

Much attention has been given to the
political side of the session during the
week" in fact, it has occupied moeC of
the. time of the session. The district
attorney bill which was forced thru

the house yesterday morning is recognized as a political, measure, pure
and simple, having as its object tft
.embarrassment of the- governor, and
no other objecL-sav- e
as to certain men
who are supporting it expect to be
benefitted by It by appointments by
the legislature to .district attorneyships. .The removal of this power
from the hands of the governor Just
at this time would result in removal
from district attorney's office In several - districts men who have been
and are doing; most valuable work for
the territory; , men who are going directly1 to the bottom of matters which
deserve the attention of the courts and
who are - doing their work without
fear or favor. It la this fact which Is
adding ardor to the efforts of certain
of the men who are so earnestly back
ing up this measure, which is but the
first of the campaign of retalliatory
legislation proposed as a means of Injuring governor Hagerman and crip
pling his administration of territorial
--

.

affairs.
Will thi3 bill be passed by the Coun
cil?
It is doubtful. There are certain
men in the council who stand flatly
for the bill, a very few. There are
others who are openly against It.
There are one or two who are apparently in doubt. There is less and less
of a disposition evident in the council
low, however, to follow up a campaign of this kind which has tor Its first
object the embarrassment or the ter-

ritorial administration.

The

result

will not be known until the bill comes
to a vote In the council. In the mean
time the people are being heard from
from
From Las Vegas, frorn Raton,
Siver City and other sections, come
rumors or popular protest against this
.

legislation and other legislation in
the same line.

In this "other legislation referred. to
a bill which will provide for the
appointment of the penitentiary com
mission by legislative act. This commission it is strongly desired, should
be favorable to H. O. Bursum. It Is
through a commission favorable to
him that he hopes to secure his much
talked of vindication. Just how such a
commission could produce the vindi
cation has not been made evident, but
s
a commission composed of Mr.
is

Bur-sum'-

intimate friends and associates
could undoubtedly assist to that end
in so far as a vindication is possible.
Other territorial boards would be tak
en out of the governor's hands
under executive supervision, if the
machine crowd could muster the nec
essary strength. The campaign, brief
ly, proposes to take all territorial af
fairs from under executive supervis
ion; to leave the territorial government, in its several departments, with
out any executive head, to leave It
without a guiding hand, and to render
and-fr-o-

it as ineffective and weak as possible.
That such a course, if successful,
would prove disastrous to the territory and all its institutions, apparent
ly makes no difference to the men behind the scheme.
But there will be plenty of discus
sions of this campaign before the session has advanced very far and as its
curious details are unfolded, It Is predicted by the more conservative men
that the people will begin to be heard
from, and in no uncertain manner.
A Great Scheme.

"That young Dr. Smoothun seems
to be getting a splendid practice."
"You bet he is, and the scheme he
works entitles him to it."
"What's the scheme?"
"When a man or woman consults
him he' pretends to believe that their
nerves are all unstrung on account
of speeding too rapidly in their automobiles.
It tickles the patients so
much to think that any one imagines
they own an automobile
that they
Dr. Smoothun to their
recommend
friends." Commoner.
Seven Thousand Men Strike.
Baku, Russia. Jan. 29. -- Seven thousand employees of the Naptha Works
here struck today Tor higher wages.
A general strike is planned to support
the movement.
Hon. H. I. Nowlan, or Roswell, deliv
ered an interesting lecture at the
school house Tuesday night. His subject, "Up and Doing" was a good one,
and those present accorded him the
best attention, as Lakewood people
always do. The attendance was not
large, and the ladies or the Home
Mission Society did not realize as
much from the proceeds as they hoped
to. Lakewood Progress.
Old Indian Klver Rye.

Oriental.

Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Harra left yesterday for their home in Buckner, Mo.
They had been In the Valley a month
and were delighted with tbe country
and climate.
; For Rent.
Farm near Roswell. 44 acres hi alfalfa, 12 acres in good bearing orchard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultivation. Ditch water. House and farming
implements.
Rents ror part of crop.

See CARLTON & BELL.
For- Sale.
h
Special bargain: Five acres
mile from court bouse, good
bouse, alfalfa, water right, tf
CARLTON it BELL,
o
Nln year old RIppy. Oriental,
-

POLITICAL ASPECT AS
THE JOURNAL SEES IT.
From Albuquerque Journal.

It is too early yet awhile to discuss
the political aspect of the legislative
situation with any authoritative tone.

one-fourt-

Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
- '69tf
Oriental.
.

.TRKCITJklL
MISS EVA NELSON

Win CliUiii.M3lsi.il

Mr. and Mrs. R- - J. Freestead and
two children went to Lake Arthur

last .light for a month's visit.

We have all kinds of bargains in
city pioperty of all kinds. See us before you buy. Carlton & BelL
C. L.

Pierce came up from

this morning and left ua the

or Santa Fe on a business trip.

P- - m- -

C, J. P. and J. H. Boyd came up
from Lake Arthur this morning to at
tend to business at the land office.
G.

Selected
Piano Duet
Thompson
Mrs. Hill, and Mks.
Gerit Smith
2. Vocal a Her Rose
Lelia AI. Brownell
b Four Leaf Clover Clayton Thomas
c China Tragedy Eva Nelson
Selected
3. Flute Solo
George Hinsox
Laura O. lemon
4. Vocal My Ain Folk
Eva Nelson
Selected
5. Reading
Mrs. F. McLeod
Carl Bohm
6. Violin Mazurka
Eva Nelson
Selected
7. Mandolin Solo Mrs. O. C. Nelson
Kevin
8. Vocal a A Necklace of Love Hermann Lohr
b Little Irish Girl Eva Nelson

1.

...

Selected

9. Vocal

Masters Ely Nelson and Bill Nelson Hudgins

8:00 o'clock

Admission 25 cents

Nine year old Rippy.

fLQCATrSQ

Elmer McNeeley, who was here fil
ing on land, returned to Elida this
morning.
left yesterday for
Abe Abramson
Amarillo arid Sunnyside to buy wool

Oriental.

Nine year old Rippy.;

Oriental.

J. L. Jones, or Dexter, was in town and hides.
today.
A. L. Scott, of Bern, Kan., arrived
o
this morning to spend a day or two
has It with friends.
Jeweler,
Boellner, the
S7tf
cheaper.
Postmaster Schloss and Doud PatJ. I. H inkle returned to Hagerman rick, of Dexter, were business
here today.
last night.
was

J. C. Wilson, of Dayton,
town today.

in

Tickets for the Recital oa sale at
3t
P. V. Dmz Co.
Cedar Brook, formerly W. H.
69tf
Oriental.

r.

Special price on Rakes, Hoes, Shov
els and all Garden Tools at Makin's
83tf
Bargain House.
If you buy right you can always
sell for a profit. Buy real estate from
Carlton & Bell.

C. H. Hon, of Deming. N. M., ar
E, R Marvin left yesterday for his rived this mornrag on the auto on a
business visit.
bomrt ra Chicago.
o

Osborne Richards, of Hagerman, is

a visitor here today.
o

Mrs. M. M. Brunk. of Dexter, was

here shopping yesterday.
M. P. Hatfield left yesterday
his home In Wichita, Kan.

returned last night af
ter spending several days in Amaril
lo on business.
S. B. Owens

Mr .and Mrs. W. T. Allison, of Erie.
Kan., arrived last night for a month's
for visit in Roswell.

Theodore Begley and Dr. J. B. Mil
J. D. Cooley came down from his ler came up from Hagerman yester
day on business.
ranch near Glen yesterday.
L. C. Mitchell left this morning on

a business trip to Fort Worth.

The best local taleat at the
church, Thursday night.

Texas Block, Tuesday, February
at 7:30 p. m. J. N. CHIP-LE.

12, 1907,

Sec

-

83U2

Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Hurt, Miss
Beginning
Monday, Jan. 28th, tui Christine Barlow, John Hammonds
tion fee for the Kindergarten at 106 and Mrs. J. B. Morris, of Lake Arthur,
S. Kentucky will be $3.00 per month. were shoppers here today.
80tf.
Mrs. George Holdefer, Jr., left this
morning for her home in Dexter, afJ. A. Simpson, C. N. Jones and ter
spending a few days with the
John Lowenbrurk came up .from Carl family
of George Holdefer, Sr.
sbad this morning to spend the day.

The piano duet at the Recital by
Mrs. Hill and Mrs. Thompson will be
a feature of the evening. Tickets 25c
After the first of February the Pe
Steam Laundry will do
nothing but a strictly cash business.
73tl2.
cos Valley

Now is the time to get good Com,
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our
Trading
line is complete. Roswell
Co.

Hear Miss Eva Nelson sing "T!ie
Little Irish Girl," at the Recital tomorrow evening at the Christian
church.
It
Attorney J. B. Atkeson, of Artesia,
was here on legal business yesterday, accompanied by T. C. Getzwiller,
of Hope.
o
Tickets 25 cts for the Recital at the

o

Classified "Ads.

Reliable Abstracts

& Trust Co.
Roswell Title
.
incorporated.

Phone 330.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

Hale Hortenstein left this morning
on a, business trip to TexJco.

land, making a fence uniform in every respect.
All widths from 26 to 58 inch in garden,
Field and Lawn Fence.

Poultry netting, galvanized before weaving,
in widths from 12 inches up.

Col.

Best to Plant Now.
H. M. Sheehy, ot St. Louis, came in
Christian church, Thursday night, from the south this morning to stay
Now is the best time to plant
will be on sale at the Pecos Valley two or three days looking after bus- trees, before
the roots begin to
Drug Co.
t3
iness for the Colonial Mercantile Co. grow. R. F. Cruse has all kinds
o
cheap.
Now is the time to get good corn,
o
U. Miller, or Marion, 111., arur.
J.
oats, bran chops and hay, as our line rived last night for an extended visit
If you cannot secure admission to
is. complete.
ROSWELL
TRADING with 'his daughter, Mrs. W. S. Rubert the Business College, take the Home
COMPANY.
If he likes Roswell he will locate per Study Course. It is almost perfect.
Call and investigate.
manently.
W. M. Mitchell and family ot Has
o
kell, Texas who have been 'here ten
Thomas E. Kennedy, advance agent
E. L. Croft, of Vanhjbrn, Texas,
days prospecting, left last night for who has been looking after business of a lyceum course from the Univer
their home.
left this morning for Glazer, Texas sity of Texas, came in this mornin
where he will make a short visit be to make dates.
Master Ely Nelson and Master Bill fore returning home.
Harry Hamilton arrived this morn
Nelson Hudgins will sing at the Reo
cital at the Christian church Thurs$500,000 to loan on irrigated farms ing from Artesia.
day night.
t3
Long time loans. Interest payable an
nually witn privilege to pay off loan
L. A. Hough and E. H. Armstead,
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
of Jacksonville, Fla., came in from Agu-it,
303 N. Main, opp. P. O.
the south this morning, looking for
a location.
T. A. Ezell and wife and Miles Stone
of Carlsbad, passed through Roswell
Dr. J. B. Miller, of Hagerman, was
night on their way home from a
FOR SALE.
here today on his" way to Carrollton, last
to Denver where they have been
trip
Mo., and Des Moines, la., on a week's
SALE.
Land scrip. W. G
FOR
attendiag the cattlemen's convention
42tf
business trip.
Skillmaa.
o
meeting of the stock FOR SALE:
The
annual
Inquire
cow.
A
fresh
K. C. Dye Works.
Oil Co. to
80tf
at 308 N. Penn. ave.
Will do your cleaning and press- holders of the Roswell
ing, 123 West 2nd St,
74tf elect directors will be held in Room FOR SALE:
160 acres patented
Hondo land, $16 per acre. See Tom
82t6
Davenport.
F. DIVERS. Pre.
EMMBTT PATTON. V. Pre.
ED. S. OIBBANY, Sec.
gentle horse,
Good
FOR SALE:
guaranteed to work anywhere. R.
74U0
H. McCune,
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply OaYour abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
tf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
your laud, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
the facts therein.

Don't "miss the oyster supper given
by the. Baptist ladies at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Hedgcoxe Thurs
day evening, Jan. 31, 7 to 10 p. m.
82tt!
Free will offering.

Cattle Committee Take Notice.
meeting of the Committee having
A Review of February Conditions by in charge the entertainment of
the' Local Bureau.
Cattlemen's Association will
The following data, covering a pe- be held Thursday afternoon at th.
riod of two years, have been compil-e- rooms of the commercial club at two
attendance is desired
from the Weather Bureau records o'clock. A full great
importance is to
as business of
at Roswell, N. M. They are issued to be transacted.
show the conditions that have preGEO. M. SLAUGHTER.
Chairman.
vailed, during the month in question,
for the above period of years, BUT
Notice to Public.
MUST NOT BE CONSTRUED AS A
I have purchased the Rollins
FORECAST of the weather condistock together with all
accounts. The business will heretions for the coming month.
Month of February for two years. after be known as TUB ENTERPRISE HDW. CO.
Temperature.
I will kindly ask all those indebted
Mean or normal temperature, 37.
to
the Rollins Hdw. Store to please
of
was
that
The warmest month
call and settle. Respectfully,
1906, with an average of 43 deg.
A. S. TKUBE.
tl
was that of
The coldest month
1905. with an average of 31.
Aristography at the W. I
The highest temperature was 78
College. It beats shorthand. Can lie
on February 21, 1906.
f
29 learned in
the time a id it
The lowest temperature was
is easily read. No guess work at all.
(below zero) on Feb. 13, 1905.
attained to dale is
Average date on which last "kill- Hig.vest speed
s:H2
ing" frost occurred in spring. Mar. 9. 402 words per minute.
The latest date on which last "killF. P. Dillinger, a representative of
ing" frost occurred in spring, Mar. 20.
the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., left
Precipitation.
this morning for Hagerman.
(Rain or melted snow.)
WEATHER

FOR TWO YEARS.

A

s

d

hard-war-

one-hal-

Average for month, 1.54 inches.
Jack Porter, the Artesia lumberman
Average number of days with .01 was in town today.
more,
7.
of an inch or
The greatest monthly precipitation
was 2.62 inches in 1905.
precipitation
The least monthly
was .47 inches in 1906.
The greatest amount of precipitation recorded in any 24 consecutive
hours was .94 inches on Feb. 5 and

Majestic

6, 1905.

The greatest amount of snowfall
recorded in any 24 consecutive hours
1S05.
was 9.6 inches on Feb.
Relative Humidity.
Average at 6 a. m., 84 per cent;
average at 6 p. m., 54 per cent.
Clouds and Weather.
Average number of clear days, 6;
partly cloudy days, 11; cloiTdy days,
5--

THEATRE
F. C. NELMS,
-- TWO

were

MadoMn

Solo by Mrs. O.

C

Nelson

at the Recital tomorrow evening.

Whatever
Your Wants

It

Walter Waskom returned to Hager
man last night after a short visit here

Just received, a fine lot of China
Jars at the Racket Store. 8U3

C Barron and Harry

Cowan, of
Hagerman, spent yesterday in town.

Doot fail to sea our list of bar- giins In this Issue. Carlton 4k Ben.

Mien.

We need 100 pairs good second
band shoes. Highest price paid Ma
83tf
kin's.
-

.

o

A aweU line of Linen Box Paper,
25c a box while they last. Racket
. 82t3
Store.

Of

B. H. Marsh went to his ranch near
EJtda this morning to remain . two
."""-;-

The

.

. Hear the reading by- - Mrs. McLeod
tomorrow evening at the Christian
church.
It

Record

.

E. J. Mell, of Hagerman, left yesterday- oa a month's trip to

from

:

:

:

mc-jv-

.

,

.

HE WANTS
SOflETHINQ THAT
SOHE OTHER
MAN MAY SELL
TO HIM.
IT MAY BE

REAL ESTATE
CHATTELS
HORSES
HOUSES
s
WHAT

To-Nig-

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NOT-Result-

The

are

.

the same,

through The Record.

Quick and

Satisfactory

Exchanges

LOST
-

Black overcoat, south of
RoswelL Finder leave the same at
W. P. Turner's office for reward.

LOST:--

82t2

11

Man's Kid Glove. Owner
may have same by calling at this
82t2
office and paying for ad.

FOUND:

.

ht

Overture.

Apartments to Let.
Masters Are Out.

Song "Cheyenne."
Overture.
Shooting Exposition.
Song "Way Down I.i Old
Indiana."
8. Limburger.
(Feature)
9. Overture.
10. Exit March.

ADMISSION

10 cts.
No Reserved Seats

Complete Change of
Program

RENT.

J. B. Herbst returned this morning
One nice front room.
FOR RENT:
Call at T. C Market.
81t3 from Artesia.
Room occupied by
FOR RENT:
Lee & Hampton, after Feb. 1st.
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
H. P. Hobson.
74tf
(Local Report.)
TO Rent: Two rooms furnis'r.ed for
Roswell, N. M., Jan. 30. Temperalight houskeeping. State location &
price. Address Paint Shop Pecos ture. Max., 67; min., 48; mean, 58.
Precipitation, 00; wind S. E., veValley Lumber Co.
tf
locity 5 miles; partly cloudy.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Rain or snow tonight and ThursFirst class Job printer wanted at day; colder tonight.
M. WRIGHT,
the Record office.
Offleial In Chance.
PopShelled pop-corWANTED:
corn Man, cor. 3rd and Main. 81t3
A horse, also
WANTED TO BUY:
buggy and harness. Address A. E.
82t2
P., care Record.

wanted:

SHOWS DAILY- -

f

hourly velocity
Average
of the
wind, 5.8
The highest velocity of the wind
Bronze turkeys and was 29 miles, from the northeast on
FOR SALE:
Barred Plymouth Rock Chickens, February 4, 1906.
at Slaughter farm. Inquire J. A. Station: Roswell, New Mexico.
75mwf tf.
Williams.
Date of issue, January 26, 1907.
A few corn fed hogs.
M. WRIGHT,
FOR SALE:
Fed clean and kept clean; also one
Weather Bureau.
Cyphers incubator and two outdoor
brooders. Address or call at Leland
If sold within the next 30 days I
acre
Farm, 2
miles southeast of Ros- will take $6,000 for my 16
orchard known as the Crawford or82t3
well.
chard, situate about one mile northTop buggy, Studebak-e- r east from the court house in Roswell.
FOR SALE:
is well worth $500 per
hack, also a full set of farming This property
may soon be worth more.
implements from a hoe and seeder acre, and
E. L. WILDY,
to a plow and harrow-ridin- g
attachLos Angeles, Calif.
ment too numerous to mention. ApLet that old tedious shorthand go,
ply 204 W. Alameda.
82t3
and take aristography at the W. P.
83t2
B. College.
FOR

FOUND.

111.

Cedar Brook, formerly W. II.
69ti
Brayer. Oriental.

OR

Them
Through
The
Columns

J. E. Cady of Lake Arthur, left tate
morning on a business trip to Lyons,

weeks.

TRADE

You Can
Find

Slop

H.

EVERYONE
HAS SOMETHING
TO SELL
OR
SOnETHING TO

Manager

Program
For

11.

The prevailing winds
the south.

-

7sl5 and 8:15 p. m.

3

aew line of pyrography wood and
8U3
outfits at the Racket Store.
A

FBIB

The kinds that stretch evenly over uneven

Mrs. Frank McDaikiel returned to
her borne in Carlsbad last night. She
has been here several days attending
her sick mother, Mrs. F. E. Myers, of
East Second street, who has been
quite ill, but is now improved.

Charles L. Ballard, of the Gov
ernor's staff, returned today on the
auto from a week's visit at Santa Fe,
O. V. Putnam returned to his home
where he has been attending the ses
in Orchard Park last night after spenCouncil, of
ding a day with Roswell friends and sions of the Territorial
which he was formerly a member.
looking after business interests.
o
Postmaster Robert Kellahin return
F. Lee, a representative of the Bon
Ami Company, went to El Paso last ed last night from Texico. where he
night after spending several days has been attending to duties of his of
fice as Grand Lecturer of the Masonic
among the merchants of Roswell.
fraternity of New Mexico. He reports
o
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Norwood, who that Texico is booming in all depart
have been in the valley several weeks ments and that it is about as lively
prospecting and seeing the sights, a town as he ha3 seen lar.ely.
o
left this morning for their home.
Judge Win. H. Pope writes District
Roberts that he will be" in
C. C. Womack went to Carlsbad last Clerk
night on a business trip in the Inter- Carlsbad to draw the juries for the
est of the Swift Packing Co., which March term of the Eddy county court
on February 7, and will reach Ros
he represents in the Pecos Valley.
well on the morning of the 8th. He
E. R. Bryant left this morning for will be here only between the time
his home in Muskogee, I. T. He has ot the arrival of the morning train
been employed here in the recorder's and the departure of the auto for
Santa Fe.
office and expects to return soon.

1

IBB

Do you wish to run a ' boarding
Miss Lizzie Evans returned to her house? If so, apply at the Woolver-school at Alellen last algbt after ton P. B.' College, cor. 6th and Rich
spending several days with her father ardson, or phone 242. Will sell or
Judge J. T. Evans, f ; lease. The college will furnl3h board83t2
ers.
Rustler Loveless,, formerly constable fo the south prtcinct of Roswell,
You are cordially invited to attend
has taken a job as driver for rthe the RECEPTION given by the BapRoswell Trading Co.
tist ladies, Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Otto Hedgcoxe. Chicken
WV M. Wagley, of the Panhandle,
Salad, Oyster supper from 7 to 10 p.
arrived in the city this morning from m. Free will offering.
82t2
the lower part of the valley, where
he has been prospecting.
Mrs. J. P. Dyer returned to her
home in Artesia last night after spend
Mrs. C. E. Speery and children, of tag a week here with her brother,
Bnshnell, 111., who have been here for Andy Robertson, who haa been very
five days seeing the country, left this
ill, but is now sufficiently recovered
morning for Wichita, Kan.
to sit up a portion of the day.
;

Hear George Himson on the flute
Thursday
t3

Mesdames Hill and Thompson; Messrs. Hinson and True
Masters Dy Nelson and Bill Nelson Hudgins

o'ctocK.

last night to visit with her
until Sunday.

at the Christian church.
night at 8 o'clock.

ASSISTED BY

At Eight

Mrs. E. W. Bennett went .to

Mrs. Louise Shrewsbury and daughter, arrived this morning from Pecos, to remain two weeks looking after
!.
business interests.

MONDAYS &

THURSDAYS
For the Children
two
Matinees Mon. and
Sat. 3 p. m.

Floor Oil
75C Per Gallon
Hughes' Paints
Best Ever

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

e

